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Abstract
Since the financial crisis of 2008–9, how a state can play a more active role in correcting market failure has become a central topic in political economy. Thus, academia is again discussing state capitalism seriously. Contemporary state capitalism assumes state intervention in markets is becoming more multifaceted. Consequently, traditional state-owned enterprises exist alongside new government-favored actors, such as privately owned national champions and sovereign wealth funds, intervening in markets. This coalition helps the state achieve its security, political, economic, social, and nationalistic goals more efficiently. Its growing power in markets also heralds the return of state capitalism. This paper uses state capitalism theories to re-interpret China’s food security governance. The three preliminary findings are as follows. First, China’s food security governance is typically operated under state capitalism, which has successfully managed China’s food availability, though not without some corruption, but has weakened its food accessibility. Second, using state capitalism to manage China’s food safety has been impeded, so the effects remain to be seen. Third, state capitalism has successfully improved the stability of the food supply and demand in China, but its agricultural business branching-out strategy has worried the international community and should be observed further.

1. Introduction
Early modern discussions of state capitalism (SC) date back to the mid-1970s, largely in response to the two oil crises and discussion of the active role states should play. Nevertheless, as neoliberalism rose in the 1980s, the retreat of government intervention and the rise in private enterprises have dominated the global political economy over the past 30 years. However, the financial crisis of 2008–9 caused renewed
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widespread reflection on neoliberalism, including using government intervention in highly strategic industries, such as finance, energy, infrastructure, food, and so on. These discussions indicated that the state should play a more active role in the industries mentioned, not just by intervening to correct the market crises after the financial crisis but also by expanding the investment scale to help strategic industries grow, further ensuring national security and reviving the economy. Related discourses have thus been concluded by Bremmer (2008) as the return of SC. His finding not only gave theoretical basis to the state apparatus for participating in market operations but also further challenged the neoliberalism operational model of the past 30 years. China’s intervention into the food market provides a vivid example. Facing increasingly unstable food security since the financial crisis, the Chinese government has adopted a series of intervention policies to securitize the food markets. In this paper, SC theories are used to analyze China’s food security governance mechanism.

The origins of this paper arise from China addressing the food security issue through intervention of the state; therefore, it assumes China’s food security governance mechanism is the typical product of the operation of SC. The central government and the national food state-owned enterprises (SOEs), the local governments and the local food SOEs, and sovereign wealth funds (SWFs) intervene in the food market under the governance structure of the provincial governor’s responsibility system (PGRS), effectively safeguarding China’s food production quantity. However, some other food security dimensions, such as production quality and responsible investment are neglected during state intervention, resulting in such dilemmas as the current food safety issues, expansion of neo-colonialism, and so forth. This paper is organized as follows: The second section uses SC to interpret China’s market governance model. The third section discusses China’s food security governance mechanism in terms of SC, and its achievements will be discussed in the fourth section. The fifth section sums up the practice and revision of SC in China.

2. State capitalism, Chinese market governance, and food security

According to Bremmer (2009), SC is one type of capitalism under the developmental model. It is distinct from what neoliberalism advocates, especially concerning deregulation and competitive free-market capitalism. SC posits the state can become a strong leading economic actor in the market, obtaining political benefits by interfering with the market. Although ineffectiveness and populism are common in SC, the following three factors are fostering the rapid development of SC in developing states: entrepreneurs and public opinion demanded a state apparatus to interfere with the market during the financial crisis of 2008–9; the process of nationalizing assets,
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which comes with state intervention in the market, helped vested interests consolidate their authority and power; the main driving forces of free-market capitalism, the United States (US) and the European Union (EU), dramatically lost their influence after the financial crisis. Bremmer further notes four leading actors in contemporary SC: national oil corporations, SOEs, privately owned national champions, and SWFs. These give rise to SC that can challenge the mainstream position of the free-market capitalism that has existed for the past 30 years. However, because the transparency of SWFs is connected to balancing the development of the north and the south, Bremmer (2008: 62–3) stresses the necessity of a well-established SWF management mechanism. At the same time, Bremmer analyzes the future development of SC based on capitalism’s stress on efficiency, assuming, even though SC helps developing countries revive their economies, especially China and Russia, Western countries do not need to follow the trend of adopting SC. On the contrary, theories and systems of free-market capitalism should be reinforced to reverse the current rise of SC (Bremmer, 2010: 251–2).

In fact, Bremmer’s distinction of SC can be traced back to the contemporary study of capitalism that started in the early twenty-first century. Hall and Soskice (2001) are leading scholars using the approach of varieties of capitalism (VOC) to compare international forms of capitalism. In the VOC approach, five spheres – industrial relations, education and training, corporate governance, inter-firm relations, and employees – are measured among firms in the OECD countries. Two types of capitalist economies, *liberal market economies* (LME) and *coordinated market economies* (CME), have been distinguished in the VOC framework. While the LME firms, exemplified in the US, ‘coordinate their activities primarily via hierarchies and competitive market arrangements’, the CME firms, exemplified in Germany, ‘depend more heavily on non-market relationships to coordinate their endeavors with others actors’ (Hall and Soskice, 2001: 8). The VOC approach tends to interpret other emerging capitalist models as minor variants of LME or CME or other intermediary configurations, such as Japan’s *developmental capitalism* (Chiavacci, 2007) and the former Soviet-type countries’ *post-Communist capitalism* (Lane and Myant, 2007). A recent tentative project conducted by Schmitter and Todor (2014) further broadens the scope of the VOC research by referring to VOC in terms of types of democracy (TOD). The results show that, despite tumultuous relationships between the two data sets, a democratic political regime is not a necessary condition for the success of a capitalist economy, leaving China’s and Vietnam’s successful examples as *authoritarian capitalism*.

Given dissatisfaction with statistical analysis and bias prediction within the VOC in terms of long-term institutional stability of each type of capitalism, the VOC-oriented approaches introduce more dynamism into the study of capitalism. To confront the above challenges, Deeg and Jackson (2007) introduce three more levels – micro, meso, and macro – into the VOC analysis. Their study indicates the VOC literature should, at the micro-level, incorporate an understanding of the way actors reshape institutions; at the meso-level, specify the linkages among institutions; and at the macro-level, develop a viewpoint of considering the international and national politics structuring the process
of institutional change. Thus, this revised VOC approach can explain institutional change in capitalist forms rather than only stability. Moreover, Boyer and Saillard (2002) and Boyer (2005) apply the Regulation Theory (RT) to analyze the diversity of contemporary capitalism. They find VOC emphasizes economics more than politics, so it is weak in explaining institutional change. Inversely, RT focuses more on the endogenous dynamics that can account for an explanation of how and why institutional forms of capitalism change over time. Based on RT’s formulation, four brands of capitalism have been laid out: market-oriented (the English-speaking countries), meso-corporatist (Japan and South Korea), social democratic (the Scandinavian countries), and state-driven (the European-continental countries). Through widening the analytic spectrum, the diversity of capitalism is not limited to the dichotomy between LME and CME but rather expanded to RT’s four configurations, enabling the study of capitalism in other newly industrializing countries, particularly in Asia.

Also discontented with the VOC’s firm-centered approach, Schmidt (2002) further advocates the VOC approach to bringing the state back into consideration. Her proposal is to take into account changes in polity, policy, and politics, which still continually educate institutions, to understand national political economies. She finds at least three ideal-typical models of capitalism existing from the 1970s to the early 2000s – market capitalism (the US), managed capitalism (Germany), and SC (France and Italy). Although the pressures of globalization and European integration have liberalized the three models with a more market-oriented hue, they have not converged in the US market capitalism model. However, her later publications (Schmidt, 2003, 2012) confirmed that, since the early 2000s, neo-liberalism has moved France’s SC into state-enhanced capitalism. This state-enhanced capitalism has been called state-influenced market economies (SME) in the VOC spectrum categorization. Other newly industrializing countries in Asia, such as Taiwan and South Korea, can be grouped into the SME camp in which the state continuously intervenes in the market.

Schmidt’s revision of the VOC spectrum indicates extension of the VOC approaches to include other economies emerging in the world during in the twenty-first century. Nölke and Vliegenthart (2009) introduce the term dependent market economy (DMS) as an extension of the VOC framework. This DMS model indicated a heavy dependence on foreign capital in East Central Europe’s economic performance in the 2000s. Further, Nölke and Claar (2013) introduce an alternative model, state-permeated market economies (SME), to explain emerging economies. The outline of South African capitalism can be considered as conforming to the SME model, exhibiting close cooperation among public authorities, national elites, and corporate companies. This SME model has been used to measure other emerging economies, particularly that of China (Vermeiren and Otero-Iglesias, 2015; Nölke, 2015), as well as those of other BRICs members (e.g., Brazil, Russia, India, and China; Nölke et al., 2015). Becker (2014) also joins this discussion and argues the VOC approach should address other functional requirements for the economy as a whole, such as state structure, social culture, informal education, physical infrastructure, social security, and economic individualism. These
additional components in the VOC measurement allow to clearly distinguish the BRICs and other emerging economies from the LME and CME models. Thus, BRIC capitalist institutional changes between 1998 and 2008 can be mapped, more or less, into four dimensional fields of capitalism: liberal, corporatist, patrimonial, and statist ideal.

Through cases of Brazil’s capitalist changes, Musacchio and Lazzarini (2012, 2014) further analyze SC based on the VOC-oriented approach. They assert, in terms of the spectral catalogue of shareholding ratio, SC actors include SOEs with the most left-wing state apparatus as the entrepreneur (Leviathan as an entrepreneur). This type of SOE is the typical product of socialism; therefore, it is the center of attention of early SC. Next on the spectrum is the left-wing state-owned holding company with the state as a majority investor (Leviathan as a majority investor). Next is the right-wing, supporting a blend of privately owned enterprises, with the state as the minority investor and supporter (Leviathan as a minority investor). These two are the forms of the new SC that rose in the 1990s, and they are the authors’ focus. The privately owned firms of the most right-wing are not within SC’s discussion scope. Figure 1 shows Musacchio and Lazzarini’s classification system.

In addition, unlike Bremmer, who regards free market capitalism and SC as the two major rival types of capitalism nowadays, Musacchio and Lazzarini’s research assumes that SC is only one of the operational features under the VOC. SC first appeared in the nineteenth century, during the modernization of Europe, and most recently in the early twenty-first century during the financial crisis. As a result, SC has long existed in human history, and the reasons include: industrial factors, supporting specific industries to avoid market failure; social factors, promoting social welfare to exceed the profits of the market; political factors, obtaining political benefits to pursue rent-seeking; path-dependency factors, historical heritage under nationalism to fight the invasion of colonial powers (Musacchio and Lazzarini, 2014: 57–8).

Nevertheless, Western liberal media regard SC’s starting point and operative results with suspicion. In a special issue on SC, The Economist (2012) indicated state-directed capitalism can be traced back to the founding of The East India Company, so it is not a new capitalism concept. However, developing countries’ (especially China and Russia) success in steadying market failure at the hands of SOEs during the financial crisis in 2008–9 resulted in their belief that SC is much better than free-market capitalism in directing their development. Relevant successful experiences were thus widely emulated by other developing countries. Despite SOEs being able to steady the domestic market and society through the support of the state, the following three impediments occurred because of their dependence on the state apparatus: first, putting too much emphasis on monopolizing the market without the momentum to invent new products and create new markets; second, paying too much attention to cultivating the internal interpersonal relationships while neglecting the competition and mobility of talent; third, overusing currency manipulation policies and neglecting free trade, leading the global market toward the currency war between protectionism and economic nationalism. In an article published in June 2014, The Economist continued to attack
Musacchio and Lazzarini’s research, commenting that the Brazilian government was using state-owned commercial banks’ loan process to intervene in the assignment of personnel in enterprises, resulting in the quick development of crony capitalism that caused the disparity between the rich and poor.

_Bloomberg Businessweek_ also joined the debate on SC in 2012. Related articles directly referred to China as the inventor of contemporary SC. China’s development to its current situation was similar to that of the German Empire under Bismark in the 1870s. Bureaucracy and big enterprises supported by the state have been reviving China’s global political economic power, which would lead to similar consequences as the economic nationalism before World War I. The US should meet the enemy
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head-on in this cold war of capitalism, strategically supporting specific industries (such as renewable energy resources and raw materials) (D’Aveni, 2012b); otherwise, the global marketplace norm-marking and price-setting authority the US currently appreciates will gradually fall under China’s grasp, and the global authority the US enjoys could fade away.

Recently, academicians have also frequently used SC to analyze China’s development. Becker (2013) asserted, in BRICs, capitalism development models, especially that of China, represent a gradual move toward statism and patrimonialism. This development has been learned by other developing countries and has enriched the debate on the VOC. Yasheng Huang (2008) pointed out that China’s development in the 1980s had already moved from a communist economic model toward a capitalistic development model. In addition, capitalism brought about real economic growth and not simply an economic bubble. Thus, China’s growth was no longer marked by competition between communism and capitalism but between two types of capitalism. The two types of capitalism included entrepreneurial capitalism in the 1980s and state-led capitalism in the 1990s. Entrepreneurial capitalism occurred through privately owned companies that helped the economy grow and shaped the society through wealth parity, whereas state-led capitalism used SOEs to guide growth and brought about wealth disparity. Furthermore, Yasheng Huang compared the Shanghai model, in which SOEs spurred growth, with the Zhejiang and India models, in which private enterprises shaped growth. He found the entrepreneurial capitalism model was a better economic model that delivered sustainable growth. Therefore, he recommended, in the twenty-first century, China should return to the entrepreneurial capitalism model of the 1980s.

Philip C. C. Huang (2012) further explained the direction of China’s next reforms should be to abandon SC and to strive toward a socialist market economy. His argument was that SC created wealth for the nation and poverty for the people and wealth for officials and poverty for the citizens. As a result, SOEs must reform. The reform would not necessarily mean privatization, but profits should be shared with the society. Thus, he asserted a socialist market economy should become China’s new future development model.

Further, Chu and So (2010) and So and Chu (2015) introduced the term state neoliberalism to present China’s capitalist evolution, especially tensions between China’s party-state system and its survival in the neoliberal globalization. Thoroughly considering China’s historical policy transitions, Chu and So believed the Chinese Communist Party has been encouraged to adopt neoliberalism since the late 1990s, not only to deepen its party-state operation but also to insert China into the global capitalist orbit, moving China from market socialism into state neoliberalism. Neoliberal policies, like privatization and corporatization, commodification of human services, and deepening of liberalization, could indicate China’s new state apparatus of state neoliberalism. Moreover, McNally (2012) demonstrated China was moving toward Sino-capitalism, which had three major features: bottom-up network capitalism, top-down state-led development, and inside-out adaptation of global influences.
McNally’s later research indicated Sino-capitalism is the typical SC that reinforces the control and dominance of the state apparatus of China’s political economy (McNally, 2013). A recent study by McNally (2014) applying the VOC approach to measure China’s capitalist practices further found Sino-capitalism differed from the OECD’s LME and CME configurations. Sino-capitalism’s unique institutional structure is its duality that integrates state-led development top-down with entrepreneurial and networked capitalist activities bottom-up. Guanxi (Chinese social networking) is a key to combining these liberal and statist elements, rather than transparent codes and rules. These state–capital relations enable China to adapt to the global capitalist orders. Likewise, Lin and Milhaupt (2013) found out, from the personnel’s angle, the practice of SC in China relied on both top-down bureaucratic supervision and internal parallel job rotations so that SC could operate well in China. SC also combined China’s party-state system, a personnel promotion system, and the development of SOEs, facilitating the state apparatus control of most social resources and boosting the country’s production (Lin and Milhaupt, 2013: 701–2). Li and Shaw (2013) incorporated the dimensionality of time into SC research and found state capitalism with Chinese characteristics had formed during China’s development process. The evolutional features included China’s transformation from ‘civilization state’ to ‘nation state’, from semi-feudalism to state socialism and SC, and from ‘politics in command’ to ‘economics in command’, with Chinese politics adapted to state-market embeddedness. Hence, the unique political, economic, and social progress in history is shaping the content of SC with Chinese characteristics, causing unique phenomena, such as the state policy of intervening with the market, the state’s corporatization and access to the market, and the state and the market integrating to control society.

Like Lin and Milhaupt’s and Li and Shaw’s discovery of China’s SC practices based on Chinese historical lessons, Breslin (2011) further analyzed China’s developmental/governance experience from a longer term and Western historical perspective. Breslin found the so-called China model has, in fact, an international political economic root based on Friedrich List’s (1789–1846) revised mercantilism, which emphasizes state-led development and protectionism. From the US’s unification processes, List determined the importance of protecting strategic industries and state-led promotion of innovation, infrastructure, education, and centralized financial institutions, as well as of state responsibility to provide stability and legality. This Listian theory helped to build a unified German state and propelled Germany to dominate the European continent in the nineteenth century. Japan then modified the Germany state-led model to develop its modernization projects from the 1960s, and it was used again in the developmental states in East Asia during the 1970s and 1980s. Therefore, China’s state-led developmental model has parallels with previous cases of SC evolution in the US, Europe, and East Asia.

The VOC approach also guided the investigation of the Chinese capitalist developmental model. Fligstein and Zhang (2011) found current Chinese capitalism has three features, including the huge role of the Chinese government in economic
development, adoption of the developmental state theory and centralization of personnel control to reward and punish local officials, and guanxi between firms and governments as important to the success of business. Although, so far, at least eight ideal-typical models of capitalism, ranging from LME to CME, have been applied in China’s local practices, Fligstein and Zhang believed, in the coming future, Chinese capitalism would be its own model. Peck and Zhang (2013) also investigated the VOC literatures, intending to integrate recent discussions regarding SC with Chinese characteristics. According to them, current capitalism research emphasizes only the neoliberalism development model, with private enterprises as the economic entity. Thus, discussions are limited to the American LME and the German CME. The rise of China would form a third type of capitalism, Sino-capitalism, in which the market is dominated by the state and controlled by political parties. This capitalism is blended into China’s unique historical background, including from market socialism to SC, from socialist-developmental state to state neoliberalism, and from guanxi transnationalism to power-elite capitalism. Sino-capitalism is not to replace market rule but to provide another development model to adapt to the market. Liou (2014) also stated that academia should look at China’s development based on political economy theories and the VOC so that the uniqueness of China studies could be avoided and a common academic communication platform could be established, helping to clarify the development of capitalism in China. Kellee S. Tsai’s recent work (2014) provided a good example in which a political economy theory – vested interests – has been borrowed to investigate SC in China’s shadow banking (unregulated financing) practices. She found the 2008 stimulus package has driven SOEs, state banks, state-affiliated entities, and local governments to extend loans to real estate developers and private businesses, resulting in an expansion of shadow banking networks. Development of this mutual liability would not only further consolidate SC’s exercise in China but also raise the political costs on China’s current reform projects.

Studies of SC also indicate sustained implementation of SC policies tends to embrace nationalism (Feirden, 1981: 412–13; Pfeifer, 1979: 7). This embracement, in turn, merged the concepts of SC with national security (Hagel and Grinder, 2004: 78–9). The investigative report of Szamosszegi and Kyle’s US–China Economic and Security Review Commission revealed China’s SC development was closely connected to national security concerns (Szamosszegi and Kyle, 2011: 33–4). As a result, the state needed to control strategic industries and support pillar industries to maintain national security, among which food storage and transportation were regarded as strategic industries. Thus, national SOEs needed to monopolize the market to maintain food distribution security. Food production and processing were regarded as a pillar industry, so local SOEs needed to control the market to maintain food production security. The investigative report indicated China was implementing the ‘branching-out’ strategy via foreign investment by large SOEs and SWFs, intending to obtain resources abroad and further secure the supply of important goods and materials. The rich agricultural resources of Latin America (especially Brazil and Argentina) are currently China’s
main investment target (Szamosszegi and Kyle, 2011: 33–4). Haley and Haley (2013: 10) recently explained that one of the features of China’s SC development was the use of the World Trade Organization’s regulations that consider certain industries, such as the food industry, and non-commodities related to national security, so the request to open the domestic market to trade liberalization could be avoided. Thus, Beijing could legitimize itself to support the SOEs that were important to national security through financial loans, land tax subsidies, and trade protection. By such means, not only did the state obtain higher profits, but the national security standard was also raised. Table 1 summarizes the discussions on VOC and SC.

In summary, this article argues state intervention in markets has become more multifaceted; therefore, the final goal of the development of SC has become varied as well, including not only to acquire political benefits but also to achieve economic security, social stability, and nationalistic missions. SC with Chinese characteristics places more emphasis on expansion of economic nationalism and maintenance of national security through state interference in the marketplace so that the ultimate objective of supply of strategic materials can be secured. This analysis includes discussion not only of whether China implements SC and the degree to which it implements SC but also of governance adaption and securitization achievements of China’s use of SC. At least four perspectives illuminate the analysis of governance adaption: scaling-down domestic market control, scaling-up international market investment, scaling-out social stability, and scaling-back nationalism. The securitization achievements can be measured with related security indices. The next two sections discuss China’s food security governance and its securitization achievements as an example of China’s adoption of SC.

3. State capitalism in Chinese food security governance mechanisms

3.1 Scaling-down domestic market control

Domestically, the operation of SC in the Chinese grain market can be traced back to 1995, when the PGRS was implemented; globally, the Chinese SC’s international practice for its increasing food demands was accelerating in the 2008–9 financial crisis and will be discussed later. This PGRS policy clearly divided the responsibility for grain administration between the central and the local provincial governments. The central government took responsibility for establishing state-level grain storage systems and grain risk funds. The provincial governments took responsibility for balancing the demand and supply of grain in their own provinces, maintaining arable land and grain-cultivated land, establishing local governments’ grain storage systems, and negotiating interprovincial production and marketing agreements.

For discussions about the division of responsibility between the central and local governments, see Edin (2003).
Table 1. The varieties of capitalism and state capitalism

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Advocators</th>
<th>State-led development</th>
<th>Market-led development</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Firm-centered approach</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hall &amp; Soskice (2001)</td>
<td>Firm-centered approach</td>
<td>Coordinated market economies (CME, Germany)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chiavacci (2007)</td>
<td>Developmental capitalism (Japan)</td>
<td>Liberal market economies (LME, the US)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lane &amp; Myant (2007)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schmitter &amp; Todor (2014)</td>
<td>Authoritarian capitalism (China and Vietnam)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polity-centered approach</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boyer &amp; Saillard (2002); Boyer (2005)</td>
<td>State-driven capitalism (the European-continental countries)</td>
<td>Social democratic capitalism (the Scandinavian countries)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schmidt (2002)</td>
<td>SC (France and Italy)</td>
<td>Managed capitalism (Germany)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schmidt (2003, 2012) Nolke &amp; Vliegenthart (2009)</td>
<td>State-enhanced market economies (SME, France, Taiwan, South Korea)</td>
<td>Meso-corporatist capitalism (Japan and South Korea)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nolke &amp; Claar (2013)</td>
<td>State-permeated market economies (SME, BRICs)</td>
<td>Market capitalism (the US)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Dependent market economies (DMS, East Central Europe)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 1. Continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Advocators</th>
<th>State-led development</th>
<th>Market-led development</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Musacchio &amp; Lazzarini (2012, 2014)</td>
<td>SC (Brazil)</td>
<td>Patrimonial capitalism (China in the 2000s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Becker (2013, 2014)</td>
<td>Statist capitalism (China in the 2000s)</td>
<td>Corporatist capitalism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huang (2008)</td>
<td>State-led capitalism (China in the 1990s)</td>
<td>Liberal capitalism (China in the 1990s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breslin (2011)</td>
<td>State-led model (the US in the 18th century; Germany in the 19th century; Japan in the 1960s; East Asia in the 1970s &amp; 1980s; China in the 21st century)</td>
<td>Entrepreneurial capitalism (China in the 1980s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huang (2012)</td>
<td>SC (China today)</td>
<td>Social market economy (China in the future)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chu &amp; So (2010)</td>
<td></td>
<td>State neoliberalism (China in the 21st century)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>So &amp; Chu (2015)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Market socialism (China in the 1990s)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 1. Continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Advocators</th>
<th>State-led development</th>
<th>Market-led development</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Peck &amp; Zhang (2013)</td>
<td>Sino-capitalism (China)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fligstein &amp; Zhang (2011)</td>
<td>SC with Chinese characteristics (China)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lin &amp; Milhaupt (2013)</td>
<td>SC with Chinese characteristics (China)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Li &amp; Shaw (2013)</td>
<td>SC with Chinese characteristics (China)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liou (2014)</td>
<td>SC with Chinese characteristics (China)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kellee S. Tsai (2014)</td>
<td>SC with Chinese characteristics (China)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security-centered approach</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pfeifer (1979)</td>
<td>SC for national security</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Russia, Germany, Japan in the 19th century)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feirden (1981)</td>
<td>SC for national security</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Less developed countries)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hagel &amp; Grinder (2004)</td>
<td>SC for national security</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Szamosszegi &amp; Kyle (2011)</td>
<td>SC for national security</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haley &amp; Haley (2013)</td>
<td>SC for national security</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(China)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Collated by the author.
The 1998-issued ‘About the Decision of Deepening the Grain Circulation System Reformation’ divided responsibilities more clearly between the government and SOEs, and fully nationalized such market behaviors as grain purchase, storage, and distribution. ‘State Council’s Response to the Establishment of China Grain Reserves Corporation’, issued in 2000, resulted in the founding of China’s grain storage SOE, the China Grain Reserves Corporation (Sinograin); consequently, relevant grain SOEs were classified as Sinograin’s subsidiary companies. These three regulations not only led the grain privatization movement since the 1990s to nationalization and monopolization by Sinograin but also gave provincial governments clear responsibility for administrating the grain market in their own provinces. Hence, provincial governments could work more closely with Sinograin to maintain grain administration security. The relevant administrative mechanism actors, therefore, include the State Administration of Grain, Sinograin, the Provincial Administration of Grain, and Sinograin’s provincial subsidiary branches. Even though China has continued to reform its grain market in the twenty-first century, relevant reformatory policies still reside with the PGRS and Sinograin’s market nationalization.

In other words, the provincial governments and the provincial branches of Sinograin largely take responsibility for the administration of China’s domestic grain market. The provincial administrations of grain are largely responsible for protecting the arable and grain-cultivated lands in their own provinces. The provincial branches of Sinograin work with the provincial governments (mainly the Provincial Administration of Grain, the Provincial Department of Agriculture, and the Provincial Department of Finance) to control the storage and warehouses of grain within the provincial jurisdictions. This cooperation also helps the provincial governments negotiate the interprovincial agreements of grain production and distribution. When implementing the agreements, relevant provincial administrations of grain and the provincial branches of Sinograin connect and interact. Figure 2 illustrates China’s current food security governance institutions. Because the PGRS connects local food security status to the promotion systems of local officials and leaders of SOEs, the implementation of food security policies can be monitored. Thus, China’s current food availability shows a 95% self-sufficiency ratio, which means that China has achieved food self-sufficiency. However, the PGRS also makes provinces the independent units of the production and distribution system in China’s grain market, hindering establishment of a nationwide grain market. Because the rivalry among provinces prevails over the cooperative relationship the central government demands, grain prices often differ dramatically across provinces, affecting the security of food accessibility. Moreover, corruption often arises during nationalization of the grain market for two reasons.

7 This develops discussions of promotion tournament of local officials, see Li and Zhou (2005).
8 Related competitive relationships frequently take the form of state-vs-region relations (or Tiao-Kuai relations in inter-governmental relations), fragmented authoritarianism, and regionally decentralized authoritarian system. See Lieberthal (1998), Mertha (2009), and Xu (2011).
Figure 2. China’s food availability, accessibility, and safety governance structure diagram. 
Source: Collated by the author.
Figure 2. Continued.
On the one hand, the grain markets, particularly purchase prices and quantities, are managed by Sinograin's policy-oriented financial support; on the other hand, the provincial branches of Sinograin lack parallel monitoring systems when managing the provincial grain markets. Therefore, the market mechanism does not function well, leaving space for the market to be manipulated and to acquire more financial support from the central government and to purchase cheaper expired grain to benefit from price differences. This weakness due to corruption causes not only personnel changes in the provincial governments and Sinograin but also price fluctuations in the grain market.\footnote{Between 2012 and 2013, corruption cases at Sinograin’s Henan Province branch caused Pusheng Cao, the former chief of Henan Provincial Administration of Grain; Changxuan Li, the former manager of Sinograin’s Henan Province branch; Hongjie Yang, former vice-manager; and related officials to leave office and serve prison sentences. Because Henan Province’s grain output made up one fourth of all of China’s output, this corruption case caused China’s grain price to fluctuate significantly. In April 2015, another Sinograin act of corruption, accused of substituting old grain for freshly harvested grain to earn huge disparities in Liaoning and Jilin Provinces, also revealed SC’s weakness.}

3.2 Scaling up international market investment

Beginning in the twenty-first century and accelerating in the 2008–9 crisis, China has strongly encouraged its agricultural businesses to ‘branch out’ in the hope of that this would lead to investing in the global market and agricultural land through international trade to secure the grain supply the Chinese people need (Lin, 2015; Hoering and Sausmikat, 2011; Friedberg, 2006). The major actors include national SOEs, SWFs, provincial SOEs, and large privately owned agricultural national champions favored by the state. National SOEs and SWFs can obtain more financial support from the central government, making investing, merging, and acquiring international agricultural enterprises their goals. However, provincial SOEs and privately owned agricultural national champions have more agricultural reclamation experience, making investing in overseas agricultural lands their investment strategy.

By investing in global agribusiness enterprises, China can gain information on global grain supplies, grain production materials, and logistic gateways to grain marketing. Moreover, because global agribusiness enterprises are largely based in developed countries, relevant investments can distance China from the notoriety of its imposition of neocolonialism in developing counties. The case of the recent overseas investment of China National Cereals, Oils and Foodstuffs Corporation (COFCO) fully illustrates these strategies. COFCO, China’s national SOE and its largest cereals, oil, and foodstuffs import and export corporation, bought Australia’s large sugar corporation, Tully Sugar Limited, in July 2011; purchased a 51% stake in a Dutch company, Nidera, in March 2014; and acquired a Singaporean company, Nobel Agri, in April 2014. As a result, COFCO improved access to networks in the seed market, especially soybean and corn, and grain production and marketing in the global market, especially in
South America. Among these mergers and acquisitions, the investment in Nobel Agri is especially noteworthy because China’s SWF participated in its investment evaluation.

China’s main SWF is China Investment Corporation (CIC), with 50 billion USD. It was founded in 2007. In September 2009, CIC took the lead in buying a 15% stake in Nobel Agri. Apart from enabling COFCO to buy more of Nobel Agri’s shares in 2014, this investment also demonstrates CIC’s interest in agribusiness investment. Hong Kong’s South China Morning Post reported that CIC’s investment target has expanded from traditional investments, such as technology, real estate, and infrastructure, to agricultural resources (Chen and Yu, 2014). Chinese President Xi Jinping’s visit to Eastern Europe, Africa, and South America in 2014, accompanied by CIC’s agribusiness investment consultant, showed the corporation’s strong interest in global agribusiness investment.

However, provincial governments’ bureaus of land reclamation not only run the provincial SOEs but also support or favor development of some privately owned national champions. Consequently, both provincial SOEs and privately owned national champions tend to invest in overseas farmland. So, besides exporting the provincial bureau of reclamation’s agricultural technique, the responsibility for grain supply assigned by the PGRS can be further safeguarded. The most obvious case is the investment in Brazilian farmland starting from 2011 by Chongqing Grain Group (CGG), a SOE founded in 2008 by the Chongqing City Government. The investment planned to involve 500 million USD and 200,000 hectares of soybean farmland (approximately 23 times the size of Manhattan Island). Through the investment, 1.5 million tons of cooking oil could be produced annually to meet the needs of Chongqing citizens and to create economies of scale by selling it to other provinces.\(^{10}\) In addition, the investment in Ukrainian farmland by Xinjiang Production and Construction Corps in September 2009 reached 3 billion USD, with a plan to rent in the Ukraine 3 million hectares of farmland (approximately 343 times the size of Manhattan Island) for 50 years to supply China’s growing need for grain. Although the Ukrainian government clarified the investment was not yet ratified, Chinese official media have confirmed the investment’s importance to China’s food production security.\(^{11}\) Other provincial SOEs and privately owned agricultural national champions include Heilongjiang Beidahuang Nongken Group, Tianjin Agriculture Reclamation Group Incorporation, Yunnan Agricultural Reclamation Group, Shanghai Pengxin Group, and Sanhe Hope Full Grain & Oil Group Company Limited, all of which have invested in South America, Russia, and South East Asia, producing grain and oil to supply China’s domestic market.

\(^{10}\) It is also interesting to note that CGG’s construction in Brazil has been delayed. One of the main reasons to explain CGG’s decision to postpone the investment is the downfall in 2012 of China’s prominent party chief, Bo Xilai, who had been the leader of the Chongqing Government between 2007 and 2012 and supported the CGG branching-out investments (Oliveira, 2015: 11).

\(^{11}\) For more information, see People’s Daily Online (人民网) (2013).
3.3 Scaling out social stability

China’s SC emphasizes SOEs’ intervention in market behavior, leading to spillover effects and further stabilizing society. The Sanlu milk powder incident in summer 2008 shows that China deals with food safety incidents through nationalization and regularization of supply chains, stabilizing Chinese society’s faith in food safety.

The 2008 Sanlu milk powder incident demonstrated that China’s dairy product industry had been growing too fast, resulting in price competition among enterprises, which used chemicals, such as melamine, to reduce production costs and to raise the output of milk products, which slipped through food safety inspections (Xiu and Klein, 2010). After the incident, an official public survey12 and the private Pew Research Center13 both indicated that the food safety issue existed – along with environmental pollution, inflation of prices, government corruption, and the gap between the rich and the poor – was one of the Chinese people’s main concerns in 2012. Consequently, the Chinese government intended to deal with the food safety issue through intervention and regulation. Prior to 2008, there had been intense competition in the dairy industry among Yili (SOE), Mengniu (private), Bright Food (SOE), Shengyuan (private), Yashili (private), Wondersun (SOE), Firmus (SOE), Huishan (private), and Sanlu (SOE). After 2008, the dairy industry was gradually consolidated and dominated by Yili and Mengniu (COFCO bought Mengniu shares in 2009, making it an SOE) through the strong intervention of the National Development and Reform Commission (NDRC), thus reducing competition. A new development in 2014 was Yili and Mengniu successively adopting the ‘agribusiness branching out’ strategy, making investments in New Zealand under the mutual agreements between China and New Zealand and New Zealand’s strict food safety administration. After their milk powder factories are established, the total production will be as high as 100,000 tons, equivalent to 20% of China’s milk powder import.

Second, because of the regulation enhancement, China’s Food Safety Law was passed in February 2009, replacing its outdated Food Hygiene Law. The new law resulted in the establishment of the Food Safety Committee of the State Council, which worked with the China Food and Drug Administration (vice-minister level) to start the administration and reorganization of food safety from 2009. The restructure of the State Council in February 2013 further enhanced the food safety administrative mechanism. The Food Safety Committee of the State Council and China Food and Drug Administration were thus merged and upgraded into a new minister-level agent of the China Food and Drug Administration (FDA), even higher than the vice-minister level of the State Administration of Grain (see Figure 2). The state apparatus was thus given more authority and resources to regulate the business activities and safety administration of the food market. Nevertheless, because food safety regulation is a strong administrative mechanism formed by state apparatus intervention in the market...

12 For more information, see Jin (2012).
13 For more information, see Pew Research Center (2012).
in response to the uneasiness of society, the initial stage of the administration might have immediate effects because of attention from the central government. In the long term, however, food safety regulation still lacks the incentive to motivate enterprises to work with local governments and social groups and to cooperate and enforce relative regulations voluntarily. Thus, the effects remain to be observed. In the future, how to combine food safety administration with food security governance mechanisms (like PGRS) will be a critical subject for the state apparatus to enforce food safety regulations sustainably.

3.4 Scaling back nationalism

Since ancient times, China has regarded food security as an important part of national security. Confucius said that ‘the requisites of government are that there be sufficiency of food, sufficiency of military equipment, and the confidence of the people in their ruler’, indicating sufficiency of food is the foundation of governing a country. Guan Zhong, Confucius’s student, said, ‘Etiquette is followed only when the barn is full; honor is valued only when people are well-off’, illustrating food security is the key to a civilized society. Shang Yang’s political reform of the Qin state encouraged the production of grain and a strictly controlled grain trade to prevent a state’s grain from becoming the strategic objective of other states. Food security concepts, such as emphasizing production, controlling trade, and maintaining self-sufficiency have been passed down from the time when the first emperor of the Qin Dynasty unified China. They have been an ancient Chinese policy for almost two thousand years. After the Communist Party of China (CPC) unified China in 1949, the state apparatus strictly controlled food circulation, considering national security. Additionally, because of the grain crisis in 1959–61, caused by the Great Leap Forward, the CPC realized the importance of grain self-sufficiency and reformation of the grain market (Lin, 2000; Lin and Wen, 1995). After the reform and opening in 1978, the grain market started to be reformed drastically. The principles still revolved around economic nationalism, centering on concepts like grain self-sufficiency and the idea that ‘when hands are filled with grain, then hearts are freed from fear’. The reform will be described in five stages, starting from being strictly controlled by the central government, then becoming market-oriented, then monopolized by SOEs, and finally developing into the current ‘branching-out’ tendency.

The first stage of the grain market reform was from 1978 to 1984, when the state gradually lifted its monopoly of purchasing and marketing grain, implemented before the reform and opening. After the farmers turned over grain to the government, they were allowed to buy and sell the remaining grain. Thus, small-scale grain markets were gradually formed. The second stage of the reform, from 1985 to 1993, marked the complete abolition of the state monopoly. The market moved into a system in which the state signed contracts with farmers, who sold grain to the state according to the amount and price on the contract. The excessive amount could be sold to the state according to the agreed-upon price or be freely traded in the market. This was the double-track
price system, which gave rise to thriving private grain enterprises. The third stage of reform, between 1994 and 2000, focused on the strong intervention by the state in the market. First, the 1995-issued PGRS gave provincial governments more power to intervene in the grain market, intending to regulate market disruption after the reform and opening. Second, the state has monopolized the grain market through Sinograin since 2000, so China’s grain market was again controlled by the state. However, this time, instead of direct acquisition by government departments, the state apparatus intervened by establishing an SOE. In the fourth stage of reform, between 2001 and 2008, with provincial governments’ and Sinograin’s branches in each province under the regulation of the PGRS, China’s grain market became a system with the province as a unit. The grain price was initially stable. However, as the restrictions from the household registration system were lifted, subsequently causing frequent migration, the grain market with the province as a unit could not handle the vast interprovincial migration. The grain price thus started to fluctuate in the later period, leading to the fifth stage of reformation, beginning in 2009 and continuing until today.

The current stage has two primary features. The first is enhancement of interprovincial interaction and improvement of operative efficiency between provincial governments and Sinograin’s provincial branches. Regional grain markets are planned to make up for the rising grain prices caused by interprovincial competition (with the results remaining to be seen). The second is encouraging both national and provincial grain SOEs to branch out. As noted, while national SOEs tend to merge or acquire large-scale international agricultural business enterprises to obtain more overseas grain supply and market information, provincial SOEs are inclined to invest in foreign farmlands, growing grains overseas to solve the inadequacy of the grain supply for their provinces. This strategy of grain enterprises branching-out makes overseas farmlands Chinese offshore grain production bases. While supporting the concept that ‘Chinese people’s bowls should be filled with Chinese people’s rice’, which the Chinese leaders promoted, China’s influence is expanding across the globe, achieving food self-sufficiency and rejuvenation of the Chinese nation. However, this branching-out strategy has brought criticism concerning China’s expanding ‘neo-colonialism’, asserting that China is exploiting Africa’s resources and labor to feed the Chinese, resulting in famine in Africa.

Figure 3 shows the historic development of China’s grain market. It shows that the history of reform of China’s grain market has been under state intervention for a long period. The state’s approach has gone from direct control by the government to monopolization of SOEs, and then to branching-out to securitize the Chinese food security governance.

---

14 Regarding this stage of market reform, see Zhou (2010).
15 For more information, see Lee and Lin (2015).
16 For related remarks, see People’s Daily Online (人民網) (2014).
17 Regarding China’s neo-colonialism, see Horta (2008), Brätigam and Tang (2009), and Yan and Sautman (2010).
Figure 3. Modern China’s grain market reforms.
Source: Collated by the author.
4. China’s food security governance achievements under state capitalism

The four perspectives illustrate China’s food security governance mechanism under SC. In this section, its securitization achievements are evaluated in terms of global food security standards.

In 2001, the UN Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) defined food security as ‘[a] situation that exists when all people, at all times, have physical, social and economic access to sufficient, safe and nutritious food that meets their dietary needs and food preferences for an active and healthy life’.18 Considering this definition, FAO’s 2009 World Summit on Food Security indicated that at least four indices were incorporated into food security measurement: availability, accessibility, utilization safety, and stability of availability and access to food.19 These four indices will be used to analyze China’s food security governance achievements. Furthermore, four databases for evaluating food security include the ‘Global Hunger Index’ (GHI) from the International Food Policy Research Institute (IFPRI),20 ‘The State of Food Insecurity in the World’ (SFIW) from the FAO,21 the ‘Food Security Risk Index’ (FSRI) from Maplecroft,22 and the ‘Global Food Security Index’ (GFSI) from DuPont and The Economist.23 These databases will be cross-referenced to explain China’s food security governance achievements under SC.

4.1 Availability

Since the CCP promulgated ‘The Medium- and Long-Term Framework Plan for National Food Security (2008–20)’ in 2008 and ‘The Plan for Increasing National Grain Production Capacity by 50 Billion Kilograms (2009–20)’ in 2009, the government has regarded maintaining 1.8 billion Mu (126 million hectares) of farmlands, 1.58 billion Mu (110.6 million hectares) of farmland for grain production, and 95% grain self-sufficiency as the indices of food availability. As noted, according to the PGRS, the central government distributes relative indices to provincial governments and Sinograin’s branches in each province; therefore, the availability of the food governance mechanism is comprehensive. Figure 4 shows the sizes of China’s arable areas and farmlands for grain production have notably increased since 2008 and have achieved the index the government mandated in 2011. Figure 5 shows that China has maintained more than 95% grain self-sufficiency since 1999, so China’s current food availability is relatively safe. As a result, The Economist noted in a GFSI survey report that China’s annual growth rate for grain production was the steadiest in the world and its success

18 For more information, see Food and Agricultural Organization of the United Nations (2001).
19 For more information, see Food and Agricultural Organization of the United Nations (2009).
20 For more information, see The International Food Policy Research Institute (2014).
21 For more information, see Food and Agricultural Organization of the United Nations (2013).
22 For more information, see Maplecroft (2013).
23 For more information, see Economist Intelligence Unit (2014).
Figure 4. Sizes of cultivated land and grain production land in China (in million hectares). Sources: Data of cultivated land between 1999 and 2008 from *China Statistical Yearbook*; between 2009 and 2011 from the Second National Land Survey of China. Date of grain production land from *China Statistical Yearbook*.

Figure 5. Grain sufficiency rates of China (by weight).
partly attributed to the state apparatus’s intervention in the market, stabilizing factors of production and increasing farmers’ willingness to produce grain.\textsuperscript{24}

4.2 Accessibility

The concept of food accessibility is largely based on evaluation of the stability of grain prices and is completely different from food availability in terms of China’s governance achievements. Globally, because of China’s nationalism, the state apparatus requires a national security strategy based on grain self-sufficiency, making the grain prices of the domestic market generally higher than those of the international market. Domestically, the PGRS often causes price differences across provinces. Currently, fast urbanization has caused huge numbers of migrant workers, severely challenging the household registration system the PGRS relies on. These two factors gave rise to the noticeable increase in China’s grain prices after 2006, severely affecting food accessibility of Chinese individuals and households. Food insecurity caused by the relative consequences of the increase in grain prices was evident in the statistics of the GFSI for 2014 and the SFIW for 2013. Those surveys show, even though China’s food security index number is steadily improving, the instability of grain prices is one food security indicator that has been falling recently, together with deterioration of food safety.

4.3 Safety

As discussed and as shown in Figure 2, since the Sanlu milk powder incident of 2008, the state apparatus has been strictly governing the quality and safety of food production by nationalizing the food supply chain and regulating the supervision and governance of food. Relative governance labels and certification mechanisms have been established gradually, and consumers have been educated to accept more expensive food, certified by the state, to avoid food safety problems (Ortega et al., 2011). The SFIW of 2013 shows that China’s food safety steadily improved between 1990 and 2010. Moreover, the GFSI notes that, after China’s food safety improvements of 2012 and 2013, the 2014 investigation revealed, for the first time, clean water resources had decreased markedly, causing food safety to deteriorate. Such results show, although the state apparatus can quickly improve food safety through SC approaches, production enterprises care only about the supervision mechanism from the central government and neglect their environmental and social responsibilities because China lacks the certification mechanism formed by the voluntary cooperation of the market and society (Bai et al. 2007). Moreover, local governments were not assigned any indicators; thus, the effectiveness of this one-way top-down governance for food safety remains to be seen.

\textsuperscript{24} For more information, see Economist Intelligence Unit (2012).
4.4 Stability of availability and accessibility

The stability of availability and accessibility of food depends on such factors as the stability of a state’s political economy, the comprehensiveness of its infrastructure, and investment in agribusiness research and development (R&D), which are all major investments under SC; therefore, the GHI, SFIW, and GFSI all show that China is making steady improvement in the stability of availability and accessibility. Among these, the GHI shows the percentage of China’s population suffering from malnutrition dropped from 21.4% in 1990 to 11.5% in 2012 and the neonatal underweight rate and neonatal mortality have been steadily improving. Thus, the country’s GHI went from ‘serious’ (13.0) in 1990 to ‘moderate’ (5.5) in 2012.\(^\text{25}\) However, Maplecroft’s FSRI of 2011 includes two warnings.\(^\text{26}\) First, it suggests extreme climate change will affect the future stability of availability and accessibility in huge grain-producing countries like China, so China needs more comprehensive grain storage systems and production resources to face such climate change. Second, even though China has adopted the agribusiness branching-out strategy to expand its grain resources, its large-scale farmland investments in Africa have caused negative effects in African countries such as food deficiency, rise in grain prices, and more frequent floods and droughts, especially in Zambia. China must follow international regulations, making responsible agribusiness investments (Hallam, \(2011\)).

The former warning proves one of SC’s shortcomings in that SC lacks the momentum to develop new ways to manage new challenges. The latter indicates that, although SC can effectively improve China’s domestic food security, its goal of maintaining China’s national security might lead to other countries’ food insecurity. This zero-sum international development will continue to challenge the practice and development of China’s SC. Table 2 reviews China’s food security under SC.

5. Conclusion

Following the end of the Cold War, in ‘The End of History?’ Fukuyama (\(1992\)) stated that market capitalism and democracy would prevail over socialism and become the end of man’s history. However, the development of SC after the 2008–2009 financial crisis shows that history has not ended. Governments of authoritarian regimes and their SOEs are gradually adapting to capitalism, adopting SC to continue to compete with free-market capitalism, causing a war of two types of capitalism: free-market capitalism and SC. The rise of China, in which the role of SC dominates, also shows the final goal of the development of SC is not what Bremmer (\(2009\)) indicates, with the state intervening in the market only to obtain political benefits. It also includes security, economic, social, and nationalistic factors. Thus, analyzing SC’s practices and achievements is not only about the acquisition of political benefits but also about the process of securitization, international economic expansion, social stability, and the

\(^{25}\) The GHI is divided into five hunger levels: extremely alarming (\(>29.9\)), alarming (29.9–20.0), serious (19.9–10.0), moderate (9.9–5.0), and low (\(<5.0\)).

\(^{26}\) For more information, see Maplecroft (\(2011\)).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SC dimensions</th>
<th>Food security dimensions</th>
<th>Availability</th>
<th>Accessibility</th>
<th>Safety</th>
<th>Stability of availability and accessibility</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Responsible governmental actors</td>
<td>Provincial governments (e.g., provincial administrations of grain)</td>
<td>Central government (e.g., FDA and NDRC)</td>
<td>Central government (e.g., NDRC)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Major market actors</td>
<td>Provincial Sinograin branches to manage domestic markets; Provincial agribusiness SOEs &amp; national champions to acquire foreign resources</td>
<td>Food SOEs and national champions</td>
<td>National SOEs and SWF to merge large international agribusiness firms</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guiding policy in personnel control/promotion systems</td>
<td>PGRS</td>
<td>Absent</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Governance approach based on SC</td>
<td>Scaling-down market control; Scaling-up global investment</td>
<td>Scaling-out social stability</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strengths contributed by SC</td>
<td>➢ Protecting farmlands; ➢ Maintaining grain self-sufficiency</td>
<td>➢ Accessing overseas agricultural resources</td>
<td>➢ Immediate effects on stabilizing food safety concerns</td>
<td>➢ Consistent investment in agricultural infrastructure and R&amp;D</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weaknesses resulting from SC</td>
<td>➢ Corruption in Sinograin &amp; governments</td>
<td>➢ Hinderance establishment of a nationwide grain market; ➢ Grain prices difference between provinces; ➢ Grain prices higher than those in the global market</td>
<td>➢ Lacking market incentives to motivate enterprises to enforce regulations voluntarily</td>
<td>➢ Global concerns about China's expanding neo-colonialism; ➢ Lacking incentives to deal with climate change consequences</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
driving force of economic nationalism. China’s nationalization of the grain market and the establishment of a comprehensive food security governance mechanism can demonstrate the crucial role that SC plays in China’s development.

Through the specified research on SC, this paper has shown three features of China’s food security governance. First, China’s food security governance is typically the operation of SC, in which the state apparatus, SOEs, and SWF work together under the PGRS and branching-out policies, successfully governing China’s food availability, despite some corruption, but weakening its food accessibility. Second, quality and safety of food are also important indicators of food security, but China’s food safety governance emphasizes a more central-to-local implementation approach, lacking voluntary cooperation in market behavior. In addition, the food safety administrative structure is devoid of mechanisms like the PGRS to obtain local governments’ cooperation, so governance bottlenecks occur. Such achievements as improving food safety under SC remain to be observed. Third, over the past 20 years, the nationalistic investments in infrastructure that SC emphasizes have greatly improved China’s food stability in terms of availability and accessibility, but with few incentives to deal with future climate change threats. At the same time, encouraged by the agribusinesses’ branching-out policy, China’s grain SOEs and SWF are acquiring overseas farmlands and investing in overseas grain enterprises in the hope of further ensuring China’s domestic food security. However, the branching-out policy has also aroused anxiety in the international community, which expects China to make more responsible investments.

Two important issues have been identified for future research. First, theoretically, as China’s food security governance has applied SC’s practices with security, political, economic, social, and nationalistic hues, SC’s developmental nature has been modified accordingly. Since Japan, as indicated by Breslin (2011), introduced and developed the SC model for East Asia, the process of Japan’s agricultural modernization in the 1960s and construction of its overseas grain supply chain from Latin America in the mid-1970s (McDonald, 2000; McMichael and Kim, 1994) have been recognized by China (Cheng and Zhang, 2014). Future researchers are therefore encouraged to extend the VOC and SC comparisons based on food security governance. These spatially and temporally international comparisons will contribute to a better understanding of SC’s evolution. Second, practically, SC has improved much of China’s food security governance mechanism, but this present analysis shows that further incentives to motivate cooperation among local administrations and market groups in the country and responsible investments across the globe are lacking, challenging the development of SC. This challenge from China’s SC practices also is worthy of academia’s attention in the future.
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